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Monday, November 14th 
 
 
14:00-14:30 – Welcome 
 
14:30-15:00 – Introduction GdR 
 
 
S1 : Cellular Biology 

Chair : Séraphine Degroux & Maxime Mégret 

 
15:00-15:30                         Xavier Declèves - UMRS-1144, H. Cochin, Paris 
Plenary: TRPV : Targets for Modulating the Blood-Brain Barrier ? 

 
15:30-15:50                                      Mahel Zeghouf - LBPA, Gif-sur-Yvette 
Membrane regulation of small GTPases signaling provides ways to develop 
therapeutics and chemical probes  

 
15:50-16:10                                                     Francesca Zito - IBPC, Paris 
AtpF and membrane proliferation: together is better?  

 
16:10-16:30               Annie Frelet-Barrand - FEMTO-ST Institute, Besançon 
Lactococcus lactis can remarkably produce intracellular caveolin-enriched 
vesicles 

 
16:30-17:20 – Coffee Break 
 
  



 
S2: Membranes and Proteins 

Chair: Marti Nino Pedrosa & Yasmine Achat 
 

17:20-17:50                          Cécile Sykes - ENS Physique, Paris 
Plenary: how actin polymerisation shapes membranes and pulls or stabilises 
membrane tubes 

 
17:50-18:10                                    Marie Prévost - Pasteur Institute, Paris 
A novel potentiation mechanism for human a7 nicotinic receptors revealed by 
Cryo-EM  
 
18:10-18:30                                         Ewen Lescop - ICSN, Gif-sur-Yvette 
Probing the coupled dynamics between lipids and membrane proteins in 
nanodiscs by high-pressure NMR spectroscopy 
 
18:30-18:50                                 Marion Babot - I2BC, Gif-sur-Yvette 
Production of viral proteins involved in intracellular membrane remodeling 
upon sars-cov-2 infection for structural studies  

 
18:50-19:10                                          Xavier Serfaty - ICP, Orsay 
Impacts of vesicular environment on nox2 activity measurements in vitro  

 
 
19:50-21:00 – Diner 
 
11:30-13:00 – Poster Bullet 
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Tuesday, November 15th 

 
 

S3 : Bioanalytical methods I  
Chair : Marine Novelli et William Batista 

 
9:00-9:30                               Emmanuel Margeat - CBS, Montpellier 
Plenary: Looking at GPCR stuctural dynamics using single molecule FRET 
 
 



9:30-9:50                                               Margot Di Cesare - MMSB, Lyon 
Using hydrogen-deuterium exchange coupled to mass spectrometry to study 
the conformational changes of a bacterial multidrug ABC transporter, BmrA  
 
9:50-10:10                                                Esther Boyer - CBMN, Bordeaux 
Association of biophysical tools and electron microscopy to study the 
assembly mechanism of efflux systems involved in antibiotic resistance  
 
10:10-10:30                                       Christelle Saade - LLB, Gif-sur-Yvette 
Structural study of mouse TSPO translocator protein in different amphiphilic 
environments  

 
 
10:30-11:20 – Coffee Break 
 
 

S4 : Bioanalytical methods II  
Chair : Corentin Largeau et Dania Zuniga 

 
11:20-11:50                                          Antoine Loquet - CBMN, Bordeaux 
Plenary: New solid-state NMR approaches to understand the cell surface and 
membrane of intact pathogens 

 
11:50-12:10                                                    Alexia Gobet - MMSB, Lyon 
Comparative study of detergent-based and detergent-free procedures for the 
isolation of two recombinant membrane proteins from Pichia pastoris.  
 
12:10-12:30                                          Adrien Royet - I2BC, Gif-sur-Yvette 
Lipidic Cubic Phase (LCP) crystallization: an interesting approach for resolving 
membrane-reshaping protein structures, the example of a human norovirus 
non-structural protein 
 
 

12:30-13:30 – Lunch 
 
 
  



S5: Mechanisms of channels and transporters 
  Chair: Thibaud Dieudonné et Anaïs Menny 

 
13:30-14:00                                      P.J. Corringer - Institut Pasteur, Paris 
Plenary: Illumination of the gating mechanism and chloride permeation 
pathway of the glycine receptor	
 
14:00-14:20                                        K.L. Ung - Aarhus University, Aarhus 
Structures and mechanism of the plant PIN-FORMED auxin transporter  
 
14:20-14:40                                   Dania Zuniga - IMPMC, Paris 
Structural and Functional Study of a Human Potassium Channel, Kir2.1: 
Mechanism and Consequences of Mutations  
 
14:40-15:00                   Adrian Koh - Thermo-Fischer Scientific, Eindhoven  
High throughput, high resolution workflows for membrane protein structure 
determination  
 
 

15:00-16:30 – Poster Session 1 
 
16:30-17:20 – Coffee Break 
 
 

S6: Alphafold-Rosetta Workshop 
Chair: Vincent Chaptal, David Stroebel, Catherine Etchebest 

 
17:20-17:50                                               Emmanuel Bettler - IBCP, Lyon 
Plenary: AlphaFold, an (r)evolution in protein structure prediction ? 

 
17:50-18:10                              Stéphane Bressanelli - I2BC, Gif-sur-Yvette  
Alphafold for complexes of membrane-remodeling proteins from single-
stranded, positive-sense RNA viruses 

 
18:10-19:10                              
Demo + Open Discussion 

 
 
19:20-19:50                                          E. Godard - IBPC, Paris                             
 
19:50-21:00 – Diner 
 
21:00-…      - Appicom Game & Soirée…  



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Wednesday, November 16th 
 
 

S7 : Ligand and membrane 
Chair : Brice Barbat et Esther Boyer 

 
9:20-9:50                                           Isabel Alves – CBMN, Bordeaux 
Plenary: Modulation of GPCR activity by lipids 

 
9:50-10:10                                    Valérie Biou - IBPC, Paris                                   
Lipid-membrane protein interaction visualized by cryo-EM: a review 

 
10:10-10:30                                   Burkhard Bechinger - ICS, Strasbourg 
Mechanism of action and lipid-mediated synergistic interactions of 
antimicrobial peptides. A more general regulatory way of regulation within 
the membranes? 

 
10:30-10:50                                     Carlos A.H. Fernandes – IMPMC, Paris 
Cryo–electron microscopy unveils unique structural features of the human 
Kir2.1 channel 

 
 
10:50-11:20 – Coffee Break 
 
 

S8 : Late breaking topics 
Chair : Margot di Cesare et Korentin le Moël 

 
11:20-11:50                                                   L. Mony – IBENS, Paris 
Plenary: Photocontrol of a neurotransmitter receptor with subunit 
stoichiometry resolution 

 
11:50-12:10             Séraphine Degroux – CRMN, Lyon 
Functional and structural study of T5 bacteriophage immunity protein Llp 

  
12:10-12:30                          Marine Soulié – Avignon Université, Avignon  
Cyclic-perfluorinated maltoside detergents for membrane-protein 
applications 

 
 
12:30-13:30 – Lunch 
 
13:30-15:20 – Poster session 2 



S9 : Membrane protein physiology and pathologies 
Chair : Julia Vergalli et Luc Hennion 

 
15:20-15:50                                   Isabelle Mus-Veteau – IPMC, Valbonne 
Plenary: The transport activity of the Hedgehog receptor Patched and its 
role in chemotherapy resistance 

 
15:50-16:10                        José Luis Vazquez-Ibar – I2BC, Gif-sur-Yvette 
Unraveling the function, regulation and quaternary organization of an 
aminophospholipid-transporting p-type ATPase encoded by malaria parasites 
using recombinantly-produced proteins 

 
16:10-16:30                    Hélène Guizouarn – Université Côte d’Azur, Nice 
Control of the Ca2+-dependent K+ channel, KCNN4, by the calcium pump 
PMCAA4b 

 
 
16:30-17:20 – Coffee Break 

 
 
S10 : Membrane protein structure-function  

Chair : Kien Lam Ung et Lucie Bergdoll 
 

17:20-17:40                                 Thibaud Dieudonné, DANDRITE, Aarhus 
Activation and substrate recognition mechanism of the human lipid flippase 
ATP8B1/CDC50A revealed by cryo-EM 

 
17:40-18:00                                         Corentin Largeau, IBPC, Paris  
Molecular determinants of inhibition of UCP1-mediated respiratory 
uncoupling  

 
18:00-18:20                                           Brice Barbat, LCB, Marseille 
Multidisciplinary interrogation on a crucial interface of the multiproteic T2SS 
pseudopilus fiber  

 
18:20-18:40                                          Martí Ninot-Pedrosa, MMSB, Lyon 

     Characterization of SARS-COV-2 ORF6 accessory protein 
 
 
18:40-19:20 – GDR Feedback & Poster-price 
 
19:50-21:00 – Diner 
 
 

End of 2022 Appicom Plenary Meeting 
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Tuesday 15th 15H-16H30 and Wednesday 16th 13H30-15H20 
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Poster number APPICOM 
 

 
Poster Name Title 

P1 Audebert Développement d’anticorps conformationnels 
ciblant le récepteur à la Nociceptine 
(NOPr) impliqué dans la douleur et l’inflammation : 
Etude des spécificités conformationnelles et 
fonctionnelles de NOPr dans les tissus 
périphériques. 

P2 Awad Study of interactions between pentameric channel-
receptor α7 and ligands/lipids 

P3 Baud APT (Apicoplast Phosphate Transporter) essential 
for the survival of Toxoplasma and Plasmodium 

P4 Bergdoll Affinity for lipids influence interaction between 
VDAC and partner proteins 

P5 Chaptal Conformational space exploration of cryo-em 
structures 
By variability refinement 

P6 Dezi In vitro characterization of vapb-microtubules 
interaction 
By cryo electron microscopy 

P7 Dogliani Using extracellular vesicles to generate and 
characterize therapeutic antibodies 

P8 Dupeux Rapid Determination of membrane protein 
structures through CrystalDirect and Serial 
Crystallography 

P9 Fieschi Structural characterization of bacterial NAD(P)H 
oxidase: highlighting the origin 
and mechanism of eukaryotic NOX 

P10 Hennion Efflux Pump Inhibition with Noninvasive Focused 
Ultrasound 
to Modulate Antibiotics Resistance in Escherichia 
coli 

P11 Jamal Structure and function of the lysosomal amino acid 
transporter pqlc2 

P12 Jaxel Biochemical study of Ist2, a yeast ER–to–plasma 
membrane tether involved in 
phosphatidylserine transport to the plasma 
membrane at membrane contact sites 

P13 Kassis Deciphering the molecular action mechanism of 
insect odorant receptor 

P14 Labouré Deciphering the molecular mechanism of 
insecticides on insect neurotransmission 
by Cryogenic Electron Microscopy 



P15 Le Mouël Using CyclAPols to analyze the native lipid-protein 
interactions in Torpedo nicotinic 
acetylcholine receptor 

P16 Mégret Production, purification and characterization of 
cnti, the inner 
Membrane exporter of pseudopaline from 
pseudomonas aeruginosa 

P17 Monjal Synthesis of novel polymers for membrane 
proteins extraction 

P18 Novelli Screening of rnd efflux pump inhibitors in gram-
negative bacteria and 
Biochemical proof of concept 

P19 Rouchidane 
Eyitayo 

Mechanisms of insertion and oligomerisation of 
the pro-apoptotic protein Bax in 
reconstituted membrane systems 

P20 Slimani Toward investigating the functional consequences 
of ATP8B1 mutations 
identified in patients with intrahepatic cholestasis 

P21 Zoumpoulakis Electrophysiology and biophysical studies on 
conformational changes of a human 
potassium channel Kir2.1 

P22   
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Développement d’anticorps conformationnels ciblant le récepteur à la Nociceptine 
(NOPr) impliqué dans la douleur et l’inflammation :  

Etude des spécificités conformationnelles et fonctionnelles de NOPr dans les tissus 
périphériques. 

 
F Audebert, R Dawaliby & P Demangea 

 
a IPBS & G.CLIPS Biotech. 

E-mail: floriane.audebert@gclips-biotech.com 
 
 

Le NOPr est étroitement lié à la douleur aiguë et chronique, actuellement considérée comme 
un problème de santé publique mondial. En effet, la plupart des analgésiques actuellement utilisés 
présentent des effets secondaires importants, en particulier l’addiction. La dépendance aux opioïdes 
découle principalement d'un manque de sélectivité vis-à-vis de l'activation spécifique des récepteurs, 
des tissus et des voies de signalisation [1], il existe un besoin d’émergence de nouveaux médicaments 
répondant mieux à cette problématique. NOPr est une cible prometteuse pour un tel développement.  

Le NOPr est impliqué dans de nombreuses réponses physiologiques et pathologiques, telles 
que la nociception, les actions de récompense des opioïdes, et les réponses liées au stress, à l'anxiété 
et humeur, au sein du système nerveux central et périphérique, ainsi que du système immunitaire, du 
système cardiovasculaire, des voies respiratoires et des voies gastro-intestinales et urogénitales [2]. 
Le récepteur est exprimé au niveau du SNC et du SNP mais aussi dans d’autres types cellulaires tel que 
les cellules immunitaires [3]. La technique de spectroscopie RMN a mis en edvidence que la 
conformation des boucles extracellulaires du récepteur couplé aux protéines G (RCPG), NOPr, joue un 
rôle essentiel pour la reconnaissance du ligand, la nociceptine [4]. Or l'environnement lipidique joue 
un rôle clé dans la détermination des différents états conformationnels de la protéine cible et donc de 
sa fonction [5]. La technologie de G.CLIPS Biotech participe à la sélection de candidats thérapeutiques 
de type petites molécules ou anticorps, à leur profilage pharmacologique, et révèle leurs effets sur les 
cibles, ainsi que leur mode d'action. 

Ainsi il apparaît clairement que le NOPr peut être ciblé à la périphérie avec une stratégie 
d'anticorps médicamenteux, spécifiques de la conformation et de l’environnement du récepteur, dans 
différentes pathologies telles que la douleur ou les maladies inflammatoires. Cela évitera le 
franchissement de la barrière hémato-encéphalique, ainsi qu’une interaction avec le système nerveux 
central (SNC) et d’autres tissus, diminuant ainsi la dépendance et les autres effets secondaires. 

C‘est dans ce contexte que l’équipe « Integrative Biological NMR » de l’IPBS et G. CLIPS biotech 
ont décidé d’unir leurs expertises scientifiques et technologiques pour : 1-Etudier les spécificités 
structurales et conformationnelles du récepteur NOPr dans les tissus périphériques et le système 
nerveux central. 2-Développer des anticorps dirigés contre le récepteur NOPr, capables de discriminer 
ce dernier dans différents tissus et conformations. 
 
 
[1] Kudla L, Przewlocki R. (2021) Influence of G protein-biased agonists of μ-opioid receptor on addiction-related behaviors. 
Pharmacol Rep;73(4):1033–1051. 
[2] Mustazza C, Bastanzio G. (2011) Development of nociceptin receptor (NOP) agonists and antagonists: NOCICEPTIN 
RECEPTOR (NOP) AGONISTS AND ANTAGONISTS Med Res Rev.;31(4):605–648. 
[3] Gavioli, E. C., de Medeiros, I. U., Monteiro, M. C., Calo, G., & Romão, P. R. (2015). Nociceptin/orphanin FQ-NOP receptor 
system in inflammatory and immune-mediated diseases. Vitamins and hormones, 97, 241–266.  
[4] Meunier, J. C., Mollereau, C., Toll, L., Suaudeau, C., Moisand, C., Alvinerie, P., ... & Costentin, J. (1995). Isolation and 
structure of the endogenous agonist of opioid receptor-like ORL1 receptor. Nature, 377(6549), 532-535. 
[5]Dawaliby R, Trubbia C, Delporte C et al. (2016) Phosphatidylethanolamine is a key regulator of membrane fluidity in 
eukaryotic cells. J Biol Chem.;291(7):3658–3667.  
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Pentameric ligand-gated channels (pLGIC) are transmembrane proteins expressed at the 

synapse. They are channel-receptors, gated by neurotransmitters, and modulated by a large 

number of drugs and allosteric modulators. They couple their receptor function to an ionic 

channel that lets ions cross the synaptic membrane upon activation, thereby creating the post- 

synaptic electric signal. We are particularly interested in the alpha7 nicotinic acetylcholine 

homomeric receptor. It is involved in the cognitive functions of the central nervous system, and 

its modulation is an interesting lead for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease and 

schizophrenia. 

We have recently optimized the expression of several human brain nicotine receptors in 

mammalian cells using lentiviral infections with inducible expression. In their physiological 

environment, these receptors are embedded in the plasma membrane, and some lipids1 such 

as cholesterol and anionic lipids have been described as essential to the function of these 

allosteric proteins. However, the data on the interaction between receptors and lipids remain 

very fragmentary, so we propose here to combine structural and functional approaches to 

establish the "lipid pharmacology" of human nicotinic receptors whose modulation by lipids is 

essential to their physiological role. 

First, we will screen and identify lipids or ligands of interests by mass spectrometry after 

cyclapoles2 extraction, then we will characterize their binding by radiolabeling3 techniques. 

Finally, we will study the effect of these lipids and ligands on the function of our receptor, by 

fluorescence techniques on purified receptor reconstituted in liposomes, or by 

electrophysiology in native membranes. In addition, nicotinic receptors are the target of 

pharmacological ligands that bind to their transmembrane domain. We will include these 

ligands at the different stages of the project, to characterize their effect and their interaction, 

either potentiation or competition with lipids. 

Overall, this work will pave the way for understanding the allosteric regulatory mechanisms 

taking place at the level of the transmembrane domain and the importance of lipids on the 

function of the receptor. It will allow also to address structural biology experiments in a 

controlled membrane environment, and will investigate synthetic compounds that are in clinical 

development for the treatment of neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases. 
1. Baenziger, J. E. & daCosta, C. J. B. Molecular mechanisms of acetylcholine receptor–lipid interactions: from model 

membranes to human biology. Biophys. Rev. 5, 1–9 (2012). 
2. Marconnet, A. et al. Solubilization and Stabilization of Membrane Proteins by Cycloalkane-Modified Amphiphilic Polymers. 

Biomacromolecules 21, 3459–3467 (2020). 
3. Corringer, P.-J. et al. Identification of a New Component of the Agonist Binding Site of the Nicotinic α7 Homooligomeric 

Receptor *. J. Biol. Chem. 270, 11749–11752 (1995). 
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The Voltage-Dependent Anion Channel (VDAC) is a b-barrel, the most abundant protein of the 
mitochondrial outer membrane, allowing passage of ions and metabolites (such as ATP, ADP, NADH…) 
in and out of the mitochondria. Besides its transport function, VDAC is also implicated in mitochondrial 
regulation with roles in apoptosis, calcium homeostasis or neurodegeneration. However, its role in 
those different pathways remains to be understood at the molecular level. 
 
VDAC possesses 3 isoforms in mammals, sharing 70% of sequence identity, similar architecture and an 
overlapping tissue distribution. They have identical transport function, and their isoform specificity 
reside in their role in mitochondrial regulation, where each isoform seems to have different roles and 
a different set of partners: VDAC1 is implicated in neurodegeneration (Parkinson disease), VDAC2 in 
apoptosis, VDAC3 in spermatogenesis.  
 
Preliminary data suggest that the three isoforms have different affinities for lipids, and that could 
contribute to the selection of interacting partners. We are using a combination of biochemistry, 
biophysics and molecular dynamic simulations to investigate the lipid organization around each VDAC 
isoforms, and their impact on VDAC function. 
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Cryo-EM observation of biological samples allows to visualize sample heterogeneity, in the form of 
discrete states that are separatable, or continuous heterogeneity as a result of local protein motion before 
flash freezing. Variability analysis of this continuous heterogeneity describes variance between a 
particle stack and a volume and results in a map series describing the various steps undertaken by the 
sample in the particle stack. While this observation is absolutely stunning, it is very hard to pinpoint 
structural details to elements of the maps. In order to bridge the gap between observation and 
explanation, we designed a tool that refines an ensemble of structures into all the maps from variability 
analysis. Using this bundle of structure, it is easy to spot variable parts of the structure, as well as the 
one that are not moving. Comparison with molecular dynamics simulations highlight the fact that the 
movements follow the same directions, albeit with different amplitude. Ligand can also be observed 
using this method. Variability refinement is publicly available in the Phenix software suite, accessible 
under the program name phenix.varref.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic description of variability refinement. 
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VAPB and its homolog VAPA, are transmembrane proteins members of a conserved family, broadly 

expressed at the ER. They share the same structure and they interact with hundreds proteins playing 

a key role in many cellular processes. The identification of a single missense mutation in VAPB gene in 

a familial ALS8 has triggered an increased interest in understanding the mechanism underlying VAPB 

function in motor neurons [1]. Moreover, VAP was shown to be responsible of synaptic buttons growing 

in Drosophila, synaptic vesicles cycling and microtubule (MTs) organization. Our goal is to provide 

insight into the mechanisms by which VAPB mutation or depletion, can result in specific degeneration 

of neurons focusing on the interaction with MTs.  

Here we describe the VAPB-MTs interaction using un in vitro approach coupled to cryo –Electron 

Microscopy based on our expertise [2]. We designed an in vitro system using ER-mimicking 

proteoliposomes and polymerised MTs. Full length VAPB was expressed and purified from E coli and 

MTs were polymerised in presence of GMPCPP starting from tubulin purified from mouse brain. We 

first characterised VAPB reconstituted proteoliposomes and verified the specificity of the interaction 

of polymerised MTs with purified VAPB, using pellet assays. Next, we optimised samples for cryo-

Electron Tomography and collected high resolution tomograms.  First, images of reconstituted 

liposomes shown a membrane remodelling effect indicating a membrane curvature preference for 

VAPB. Second, the high resolution tomograms and the biochemical assay revealed without ambiguity, 

a specific VAPB dependent interaction. Third, we proved that this interaction exists without any 

additional partner protein. In summary this results suggests a that VAPB might contribute in stabilising 

MT along the neuron axon, helping ER to maintain its structure. 

 
 

Fig. 1:  Cryo-ET image of WT Vap-B proteoliposomes and MTs (A) and zoom indicating electron density 
connecting liposomes and MTs belonging to VAP-B (red arrows in B); in C, D color code description of 

membrane curvature and distances between proteoliposomes and MTs, respectively. 
 

[1] Teuling et al. (2007). Motor Neuron Disease-Associated Mutant Vesicle-Associated Membrane 

Protein-Associated Protein (VAP) B Recruits Wild-Type VAPs into Endoplasmic Reticulum-Derived 

Tubular Aggregates J. Neuroscience.  36:9801-9815 

[2] De La Mora et al. (2021). Nanoscale architecture of a VAP-A-OSBP tethering complex at membrane 

contact sites. Nat. Comm. 1:3459  
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Membrane proteins (MPs) located on the surface of living cells represent about 30% of 
the cellular proteome. because of their location at the interface between the interior and 
exterior environments, MPs are involved in biological processes vital to the cell, such as cell 
adhesion, ion transport or signal transduction. These proteins also play an essential role in viral 
infections, in the regulation of the immune response and may be involved in carcinogenesis. 
This is why MPs represent 70% of the therapeutic targets against which antivirals and 
antibodies are directed. Unfortunately, the structural or functional study of these proteins is 
difficult due to their instability once extracted from membranes. The methods of MPs 
purification, both costly and time-consuming, do not always allow to preserve the natural 
architecture of these proteins. Most eukaryotic cells are capable of secreting extracellular 
vesicles (EVs). They consist of a lipid bilayer similar to the plasma membrane that contains MPs. 
They form a fully-fledged intercellular communication system, and are gaining more and more 
attention in the scientific community. In a previous study[1], we have shown that EVs are 
potential tools for the structural study of membrane proteins. A method to obtain recombinant 
PMs on the surface of vesicles was set up, and interactions between some MPs and their 
ligands could be observed by microscopy. We now want to use these vesicles to generate 
antibodies targeting membrane proteins that have not been extracted from their membranes, 
and to set up a method for mapping the epitopes targeted by our antibodies. We started by 
immunizing llamas with vesicles presenting different MPs. First the surface glycoproteins of 
Ebola and herpes viruses and then the human enzymes CD38 and CD73. We were thus able to 
generate a nanobody targeting CD38 on vesicles with high affinity, and we are now using this 
antibody as a tool to develop the selection of new antibodies. Our next objective will be to 
characterize the antibodies thus obtained, in particular by cryo-tomography in order to carry 
out an epitope mapping directly on the proteins in their membrane condition.   

 

  
Fig. 1: Cryo-EM picture of a vesicle CD38 

 
[1]V. Delauzun, B. Amigues, et.al..(2020)Extra-cellular vesicles as a platform to study cell-
surface membrane proteins. Methods, Elsevier,180,pp.35-44.   
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Membrane proteins have key biological functions, but they are difficult to study structurally. 

Recently, the use of Lipidic Cubic Phase (LCP) crystallization in combination with serial 

crystallography (SSX) approaches has enabled the analysis of multiple membrane proteins. Here, 

we present an automated pipeline for the rapid structural analysis of membrane proteins in 

meso. This pipeline, which is described in a recent publication [1], combines high-throughput LCP 

crystallization, automated laser-based harvesting with CrystalDirect and SSX data collection and 

analysis in a single automated workflow that can be controlled over the internet through the 

Crystallographic Information Management System (CRIMS) [2]. This approach enables rapid 

structure determination at both cryogenic and room temperature under very similar conditions. 

Finally, this approach also enables automated crystal soaking opening the possibility to support 

high-throughput ligand and fragment screening with membrane proteins.  
 

 

Fig. 1: High-throughput structural analysis of ADIPOR2: cryogenic and room temperature structures as well 

as the successful soaking of ligands. 

 

 

 [1] Healey et al., (2021) An automated platform for structural analysis of membrane proteins 

through serial crystallography. Cell. Rep. Methods. 1(6) 

[2]https://www.jove.com/v/62491/the-automated-crystallography-pipelines-at-embl-htx-facilit  
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 For a long time NOX enzymes have been thought to be a landmark of pluricellular organisms 
where the production of reactive oxygen species could be associated to physiological function related 
to the multicellularity (immune defense, vascular tone regulation, hormone synthesis, etc..).  
 However, our group identified in 2017, a first ancestor to eukaryotic NOX in bacteria with the 
identification of the two component MsrQ/Fre enzymatic complex in which the MsrQ protein was 
evolutionary connected to the transmembrane domain of NOXes while the Fre protein was an analog 
of the NOX dehydrogenase domain (DH). Later, we demonstrated also the existence, in the bacterial 
world, of a large family of real NOX enzymes, membrane protein containing both TM and DH domain. 
Among the hundreds of sequences discovered, we biochemically characterized the NOX from 
Streptoccus pneumoniae, SpNOX, and demonstrate that it shares many of the biochemical features of 
eukaryotic NOX. However some difference, modulation exist between bacterial and eukaryotic NOX 
enzyme regarding the selectivity toward cofactors and regulation of the activity (constitutive vs 
regulated activity). 
 Here, through additional biochemical characterization as well as several new X-ray structures 
of an entire bacterial NOX and also isolated bacterial DH domains, we will bring new insight on the 
origin as well as the evolution of the enzymatic mechanism from the primitive MsrQ/Fre system up to 
the eukaryotic NOX enzymes. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Topological comparison between the two-component system MsrQ/Fre , the prokaryotic homologue 

SpNOX and eukaryotic NOX and DUOX. 
 

 

SpNOX NOX 1-4 DUOX 1-2 
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The application of low pressure focused ultrasound (LPFU) on biological media induces 

many therapeutic effects depending on cell type and tissue structure: increased cell growth, 
accelerated repair of bone fractures, anti-cancer therapy or even modulation  of brain activity 
in vivo. The physical and molecular mechanisms responsible for these effects are poorly 
understood and have been the subject of very few studies. However, we can expect LPFU to 
modify membrane permeability by interacting with the lipid bilayer and/or to modulate the 
activity of membrane transporters. 

 
Our current efforts focuse on the validation of the new therapeutic concept based on 

the use of LPFU to modulate membrane transport. To do so, we used as a study model the 
AcrA-AcrB-TolC efflux pump system involved in resistance to antibiotics in E. coli. At the last 
APPICOM conference in Lyon, we presented an in vivo model in which the efflux activity of 
nitrocefin (chromogenic 2nd generation cephalosporin) varies inversely to its hydrolysis by 
periplasmic β-lactamase. Under these conditions, we measured a significant inhibitory effect 
of LPFU on both the efflux by the AcrA-AcrB-TolC pump and on the activity of β-lactamase. At 
the coming conference in Dourdan, we will present additional experiments using moxifloxacin. 
Indeed, we measured the efflux of nitrocefin alone or in competition with moxifloxacin 
(fluoroquinolone 4th generation), in the wild-type strain of E. coli and in its various AcrA-AcrB-
TolC pump component deletion mutants. The results showed that nitrocefin and moxifloxacin 
are preferential substrates of the AcrB transporter and compete for the same binding site. All 
of results confirmed the inhibitory effect of LPFU. 

  
Indeed, in the wild-type E. coli experiments have shown a significant reduction in 

survival in the presence of LPFU and this antibiotic, and therefore a reduction in its efflux by 
the AcrA-AcrB-TolC system. The various controls carried out with the ∆acrB or ∆tolC mutants 
indicate that this inhibition would not be due to a thermal effect and does not involve other 
TolC-dependent efflux systems. 
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PQLC2, which stands for proline-glutamine loop repeat-containing protein 2, belongs to a family of 
membrane transport proteins characterized by a seven-helix membrane topology and proline-
glutamine motif [1]. PQLC2 is located in the lysosomal membrane of mammalian cells and recent 
studies using a recombinant PQLC2 expressed in Xenopus oocytes have demonstrated that this 
transporter specifically transport cationic amino acid [1,2], similarly as its yeast homologous. However, 
the exact transport mechanism of PQLC2 is not yet fully understood. In addition to being a transporter, 
PQLC2 acts as a transceptor [3,4]; this means that under cationic amino acid starvation, PQLC2 recruits 
at the lysosome surface a three-protein complex (named CSW):  the GTPase-activating proteins 
C9ORF72 and SMCR8, and WDR4 the anchor between PQLC2 and the other two proteins [3,4]. The 
CSW complex is important for normal lysosome function [5].  
We are interested on understanding the molecular basis of PQLC2 amino acid sensing through the 
study of structure and transport mechanism of PQLC2 as well as the molecular basis of PQLC2/WDR41 
interaction, key for the recruitment of the CSW complex at the lysosomal surface. In order to achieve 
this goal, we have cloned and expressed a mammalian PQLC2 in the yeast S. cerevisiae. We have 
purified PQLC2 by affinity chromatography using a fused green fluorescent protein (GFP) and anti-GFP 
nanobodies. In order to proceed to functional tests, we have reconstituted the purified PQLC2 in 
liposomes where transport assays using radioactive ligands can be conducted. Moreover, recent data 
using negative-staining electron microscopy have indicated that PQLC2 likely assembles as a 
homotrimer. 
 
 [1] A. Jézégou et al., (2012) Heptahelical protein PQLC2 is a lysosomal cationic amino acid exporter 
underlying the action of cysteamine in cystinosis therapy. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 109 (50). 
 
[2] Leray X, Conti R, Li Y, Debacker C, Castelli F, Fenaille F, Zdebik AA, Pusch M, Gasnier B. Arginine-
selective modulation of the lysosomal transporter PQLC2 through a gate-tuning mechanism (2021). 
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 10;118(32). 
 
[3] G. Talaia, J. Amick, and S. M. Ferguson, (2021) Receptor-like role for PQLC2 amino acid transporter 
in the lysosomal sensing of cationic amino acids. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 118(8). 
 
[4] J. Amick, A. K. Tharkeshwar, G. Talaia, and S. M. Ferguson, (2020) PQLC2 recruits the C9orf72 
complex to lysosomes in response to cationic amino acid starvation, J. Cell Biol., 219(1). 
 
[5] P. M. Sullivan et al., (2016). The ALS/FTLD associated protein C9orf72 associates with SMCR8 and 
WDR41 to regulate the autophagy-lysosome pathway. Acta Neuro Com, 4 (1). 
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Ist2 is a yeast transmembrane protein localized in the endoplamic reticulum (ER). It is a structural 
homolog of TMEM16 proteins, a family of transporters described as scramblases, i.e. proteins that 
catalyze facilitated diffusion of lipids in a non-specific manner, and/or anion channels.  
Ist2 is made of a N-terminal transmembrane domain, as well as a long cytosolic C-terminus that binds 
to the PM and associates with Osh6, a yeast cytosolic lipid-transfer protein (LTP) (Figure). LTPs achieve 
the transport of phosphatidylserine (PS) against its concentration gradient, between the ER and the 
plasma membrane (PM), by exchanging it with phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI4P) [1]. Given that 
several TMEM16 family members function as lipid scramblases, our hypothesis is that Ist2, by 
scrambling PS across the ER membrane cooperates with Osh6 for PS transport from the ER to the PM. 
The first step is to express, isolate and determine whether Ist2 indeed functions as a lipid scramblase. 
For this, it is necessary to reconstitute purified Ist2 in proteoliposomes in order to investigate its ability 
to transport lipids across the membrane using well established fluorescence-based assays. 
Toward that goal, we expressed several versions of the Ist2 protein in the yeast S. cerevisiae, using a 
biotin acceptor domain (BAD) for affinity purification, as previously defined in our laboratory [2]. The 
BAD tag has been placed at either the N- or the C- terminus of the protein and a mCherry fluorescent 
reporter protein has been inserted between Ist2 and the BAD tag. Moreover, for some of the 
constructs, the Ist2 protein has been deleted for its C-terminal part, a deletion of about 300 amino 
acids corresponding to the unstructured cytosolic tail of the protein (Figure). This tail contains the site 
for the interaction with Osh6. To date, expression of Ist2 in yeast membranes proved successful, 
solubilization of Ist2 by detergents has been tested, and a preliminary purification trial has been 
performed, giving encouraging results. 
 

 
Figure: Diagram of Ist2, showing the region that binds to Osh6 (BPOsh6), the role of Ist2 as a possible lipid scramblase, and 
the role of Osh6 as PS transfer protein; adapted from D’Ambrosio et al., 2020 [1]. 
 
 [1] D'Ambrosio, J. M., Albanèse, V., Lipp, N.-F., Fleuriot, L., Debayle, D., Drin, G. and Copic, A. (2020) Osh6 requires Ist2 for 
localization to the ER-PM contacts and efficient phosphatidylserine transport. J Cell Sci. 133 (11) doi:10.1242/jcs.243733 
 [2] Jacquot, A., Montigny, C., Hennrich, H., Barry, R., le Maire, M., Jaxel, C., Holthuis, J., Champeil, P. and Lenoir, G. (2012) 
Phosphatidylserine stimulation of Drs2p·Cdc50p lipid translocase dephosphorylation is controlled by phosphatidylinositol-
4-phosphate. J Biol Chem 287: 13249–13261 
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The noctuid moth Spodoptera Littoralis is one of the most devastating crop pest. This polyphagous 
species damage more than 80 agricultural productions such as cotton, maize, rice, potatoes… It is now 
an invasive species in France where it particularly threatens greenhouse productions. Its control is 
mainly achieved by chemical insecticides, so in order to reduce their use, deciphering the molecular 
basis of insect olfaction and pheromone reception is pivotal for biocontrol development.  
Pheromone detection in insects is crucial for their survival and reproduction. It depends on the 
interplay of distinct proteins expressed by specialized Olfactory Sensory Neurons (OSNs), located in 
hair-like cuticular structures named sensilla, on the antennae. 
Pheromone-Binding Proteins (PBPs) take up pheromones from the air and transfer them across the 
sensillum lymph toward Pheromone Receptors (PRs) in the membrane. It has been suggested that 
SNMP1, a two transmembrane domains protein, interacts with PBPs and PR for fast and sensitive 
pheromone responses. It binds pheromones to its large ectodomain and forward them through its 
tunnel like domain to a PR [1]. How SNMP1 interplays with PBPs and PRs remains an open question. 
To understand this machinery, in one hand, SNMP1 is expressed on extracellular vesicles (EVs), a 
robust tool for studying membrane protein in their native environment [2]. In the other hand, PBPs 
are produced in mammalian cells and purified. Thus, expressing SNMP1 on Evs will allow us to study 
its interaction with PBPs using Biolayer Interferometry (BLI) and also PBPs interaction with their 
ligands. Moreover, determining PBPs 3D structures by X-Ray crystallography and that of SNMP1 by 
Cryo-tomography, will pave the way for the complete overview of this complex machinery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
[1] R. Vogt et al. (2009). The insect SNMP gene family. Insect Biochem. Mol. Biol. 39: 448-456 
[2] V. Delauzun et al. (2020). Extracellular vesicles as a platform to study cell-surface membrane 
proteins. Methods. 180:35-44 
[3] J. Fleischer & J. Krieger. (2018). Insect Pheromone Receptors-Key elements in sensing intraspecific 
chemical signals. Front. Cell. Neurosci. 12:425 

Figure 1: The moth pheromone detection system. 
A: Picture of a S. littoralis adult. B: Electron scanning of the ventral side of an antenna showing numerous long trichoid sensilla. 
C: Schematic representation of a trichoid sensillum (ORN: olfactory receptor neuron). D: Mechanisms of pheromone detection and signalling.  
(Adapted from [3]) 
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Insecticides have been used for thousands of years to control pests [1]. However, their toxicity is now 
proven and it is necessary to find new molecules that are more specific for the target insects and less 
harmful for the environment. Two of the main targets of neurotoxic insecticides are GABAA receptors 
(GABAARs) and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) [2], which belong to the family of 
pentameric ligand-gated Cys-loop ion channels. GABAAR subunits are encoded by several genes in 
insects, known as RDL, GRD and LCCH3. RDL has been extensively studied by electrophysiology to 
understand the action of insecticides on insect GABAARs [3], [4]. However, information on the 
molecular mechanism of insecticides on these receptors has yet to be deciphered and no structure is 
available in the PDB. The goal of this study is to obtain structures of the different insect GABAARs in 
complex with insecticides. Currently, we are optimizing protocols for expression and purification of 
these receptors for structural studies. In parallel, we are interested in the binding site of insecticides 
on human nicotinic receptors. A good model of the human muscle-type nAChR is its homologue found 
in the Torpedo fish, Tetronarce Californica [5]. After extraction and purification of the native Torpedo 
receptor, we collected CryoEM images of the receptor in complex with a commercial neonicotinoid. 
The combination of these two studies will lead to a better understanding of current insecticides’ mode 
of actions and will help in the design of more target specific insecticides. 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] History of Pesticides uses, IUPAC, May 10, 2010: https://agrochemicals.iupac.org/ 
index.php?option=com_sobi2&sobi2Task=sobi2Details&catid=3&sobi2Id=31 
 
[2] Jeschke P. Status and outlook for acaricide and insecticide discovery. Pest Manag Sci. 2021 
Jan;77(1):64-76. doi: 10.1002/ps.6084. Epub 2020 Sep 28. PMID: 32926594; PMCID: PMC7756306. 
 
[3] Sattelle DB, Lummis SC, Wong JF, Rauh JJ. Pharmacology of insect GABA receptors. Neurochem Res. 
1991 Mar;16(3):363-74. doi: 10.1007/BF00966100. PMID: 1664063. 
 
[4] Ménard C, Folacci M, Brunello L, Charreton M, Collet C, Mary R, Rousset M, Thibaud JB, Vignes M, 
Charnet P, Cens T. Multiple combinations of RDL subunits diversify the repertoire of GABA receptors 
in the honey bee parasite Varroa destructor. J Biol Chem. 2018 Dec 7;293(49):19012-19024. doi: 
10.1074/jbc.RA118.005365. Epub 2018 Oct 17. PMID: 30333227; PMCID: PMC6295728. 
 
[5] Rahman MM, Worrell BT, Stowell MHB, Hibbs RE. Purification of a native nicotinic receptor. 
Methods Enzymol. 2021;653:189-206. doi: 10.1016/bs.mie.2020.12.003. Epub 2021 Jan 18. PMID: 
34099171. 
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Many studies have shown that lipids play a crucial role in the activity of membrane proteins. Due to 
harsh conditions, lipids are however often lost during extraction of those proteins when using 
detergents, making lipid-protein interactions tough to analyze. Here we report the use of CyclAPols [1, 
2], a new generation of amphipols, to extract and purify the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor from 
Torpedo marmorata while preserving the lipid-protein interactions. The protein is purified from native 
membranes, and the yield is controlled by monitoring absorbance at 280 nm. Purity is ensured by gel 
electrophoresis, and the stoichiometry is investigated by steric exclusion chromatography. Thermal 
shift assays have also been performed using differential scanning fluorimetry. A functional assay using 
ethidium bromide as a fluorescent marker has been carried out to measure the receptor activity in 
both CyclAPols and after reconstitution in liposomes of a detergent-purified receptor (control 
condition). We managed to purify the receptor in similar yield and purity to that obtained in traditional 
detergent extraction. The CyclAPol-extracted protein is mostly in its native state, a dimeric pentamer, 
and we are able to restore the monomeric pentamer with the addition of a reducing agent. The protein 
is stable in CyclAPols, as the measured melting temperature is 53.7°C, which is similar to the reported 
stability of the receptor in proteoliposomes [3] and 6°C higher than in detergent. Finally, the 
fluorescence experiment with ethidium bromide has shown that the purified receptor is able to 
undergo conformational changes in the presence of its ligand, thus still retaining its activity when 
solubilized out of a lipid membrane using CyclAPols, whereas the activity is often lost when using 
detergent. Those results tend to show that the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor behaves in CyclAPols 
like it would in membranes, and is therefore suitable for further analysis. Our main expectation for the 
future is to identify and quantify the co-extracted lipids using mass spectrometry, and finally conclude 
on what role exactly the native lipids play on the structure and function of this receptor. 
 

 

[1] A. Marconnet et al. (2020). Solubilization and Stabilization of Membrane Proteins by Cycloalkane-
Modified Amphiphilic Polymers. Biomacromolecules 21(8):3459-3467 
[2] Marconnet et al (2022). Influence of hydrophobic groups attached to amphipathic polymers on 
the solubilization of membrane proteins along with their lipids. (submitted) 
[3] CJB. daCosta, JE. Baenziger. (2009) A Lipid-dependent Uncoupled Conformation of the 
Acetylcholine Receptor. Journal of Biological Chemistry 284(26):17819-17825 
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Objectives: Metal homeostasis is essential for bacterial metabolism. Metal capture is secured by 
secondary metabolites called metallophores. In Pseudomonas aeruginosa, pseudopaline (Pp) has been 
discovered as an essential metallophore in chelating environment [1]. The objective of my PhD project 
is to understand the molecular basis behind Pp transport, in particular, the mechanism of the inner 
membrane transporter CntI that belongs to the drug/metabolite superfamily (DMT) and that plays a 
role in airway infection [2]. In order to solve the 3D structure of CntI, we first need to produce, to 
purify and to stabilize the membrane transporter in a native conformation and high quantity. We will 
present preliminary data about CntI production, purification and biochemical characterizations. 
Methods: The cntI gene was cloned in two expression vectors: pET22b with a C-ter His6 Tag, and pET-
TEV with a His6 Tag and a TEV protease (TEVp) cleavage site at the N-terminus (N-ter). For the two 
constructs, we screened different conditions of expression in E. coli and analyzed CntI production by 
dot-blot to identify the best condition. CntI was then extracted from the bacterial membrane with 
dodecylmaltoside (DDM) detergent and further purified in three steps by SP cation exchange, affinity 
Ni-NTA and S200 increase size exclusion chromatographies (SEC). Oligomeric state and protein-
detergent ratio were analyzed by SEC-MALS (Multi Angle Light Scattering). In parallel, comparative 
homology modeling of CntI was performed using different programs in order to visualize the 
hypothetic binding cavity of Pp and the electrostatic distribution of CntI. 
Results: CntI has been successfully produced and purified, but with a limited yield of 100 µg/L of 
bacterial culture. SDS-PAGE electrophoresis shows an apparent size of 24 kDa which is lower than 
expected (i.e. 33 kDa), nevertheless, mass spectrometry analysis confirmed the identity of full-length 
CntI. Interestingly, SEC elution profile shows a peak corresponding to an apparent size of around 130 
kDa which is more than a monomer of CntI. In order to analyze the oligomeric state of CntI, we decided 
to perform SEC-MALS analysis which revealed a 127 kDa protein-detergent complex including 95.8 kDa 
of DDM and a monomeric CntI. Besides, a TEVp cleavage assay of N-ter His6-tag CntI construct was 
very partial suggesting a possible steric occlusion by the detergents or a low accessibility to the N-
terminus of CntI. 
Conclusions: We manage to produce and purify CntI in a non-aggregated state. We now need to 
minimize the amount of free detergent micelles and optimize the purification yield for structural 
studies. The stability of CntI will also be tested in different buffers and detergents. 
 
 
[1] Lhospice S, Gomez NO, Ouerdane L, et al. (2017). Pseudomonas aeruginosa zinc uptake in chelating 
environment is primarily mediated by the metallophore pseudopaline. Sci Rep. 7(1):17132. 
[2] Gi M, Lee KM, Kim SC, Yoon JH, Yoon SS, Choi JY. (2015). A novel siderophore system is essential 
for the growth of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in airway mucus. Sci Rep. 5(1):14644. 
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In order to be studied, membrane proteins (MP) require to be extracted and solubilized from their 
native membrane bilayer. Detergents are frequently employed for solubilization as they effectively 
remove the protein from its natural bilayer environment to protein-detergent complexes. However, 
this technique has been shown to be too harsh and it can result in denatured, unstable, and inactive 
MPs. Indeed, bilayer environment surrounding the MPs is strongly interacting with the protein itself to 
maintain its structure and activity [1]. Later, a new strategy emerged to keep the native environment 
of the protein using polymers such as styrene-maleic acid (SMA). It appeared as a milder way to extract 
proteins from membranes into disc-shaped structures, called SMA Lipids Particles or SMALPs [2]. In 
these structures, the hydrophobic part inserts into bilayer between acyl chains while the hydrophilic 
part meets the solvent to form nanodiscs. 
However, commonly used SMA is produced industrially through free radical polymerization, resulting 
in a polymer with a high polydispersity. Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer (RAFT) 
Polymerization ([3]), which allows considerably better control and reproducibility over the process by 
utilizing a chain transfer agent (CTA) to generate a statistical copolymer, has significantly improved the 
synthesis of well-defined polymers. This kind of polymerization has been applied to SMA synthesis and 
its use for MPs extraction has been reported [4].  
Herein, we focused on photoinduced electron/energy transfert RAFT (PET-RAFT), an innovative kind of 
RAFT polymerization, to produce SMA. This technique, using a photocatalyst, performs an oxygen 
tolerant polymerization, yielding a well-defined polymer with high reproducibility. The ability to extract 
and stabilize membrane proteins of the resulting polymers was evaluated on different target proteins, 
expressed from different systems. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Light reactor to polymerize SMA 

 
 
[1] K. Charalambous, D. Miller, P. Curnow, P. J. Booth. (2008). Lipid bilayer composition influences small multidrug 
transporters. BMC Biochem 9:31 
[2] T. J. Knowles, R. Finka, C. Smith, Y. Lin, T. Dafforn, M. Overduin. (2009). Membrane proteins solubilized intact 
in lipid containing nanoparticles bounded by styrene maleic acid copolymer. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 131:7484–7485 
[3] J. Chiefari, Y. K. Chong, F. Ercole, J. Krstina, J. Jeffery, T. P. T. Le, R. T. A. Mayadunne, G. F. Meijs, C. L. Moad, 
G. Moad, E. Rizzardo, S. H. Thang. (1998). Living Free-Radical Polymerization by Reversible 
Addition−Fragmentation Chain Transfer:  The RAFT Process. Macromolecules 31:5559-5562 
 [4] A. A. Smith, H. E. Autzen, T. Laursen, V. Wu, M. Yen, A. Hall, S. D. Hansen, Y. Cheng, T. Xu. (2017). Controlling 
Styrene Maleic Acid Lipid Particles through RAFT. Biomacromolecules 18:3706−3713  
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Infections caused by multidrug-resistant pathogenic bacteria are a worrying threat to human health 
due to the lack of effective treatments. Overexpression of efflux systems is one of the major 
mechanisms associated with the MDR (Multi-Drug Resistance) phenotype. Efflux pumps allow the 
release of compounds toxic to the bacteria to the outside environment, leaving an intracellular 
concentration level below the threshold of effectiveness. The RND (Resistance- Nodulation-cell 
Division) pumps, found in Gram-negative bacteria, efflux a wide range of substrates including all 
families of antibiotics [1]. They have a tripartite architecture with an active transporter that functions 
through a proton antiport, located in the inner membrane; a channel protein, in the outer membrane; 
and a periplasmic binding protein [2].  
Our project aims to develop RND pump inhibitors as adjuvants - without intrinsic antibacterial activity 
- to existing antibiotics to treat infections caused by MDR bacteria. The first step is to select 
compounds capable of restoring the efficacy of efflux substrate antibiotics. The chemical library, 
derived from a selection of molecules from the laboratory, is tested against wild-type Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa strains derived from PAO1 and Escherichia coli strains derived from AG100, lacking or 
overexpressing the efflux systems. A high content screening was performed on the Unit's BAC-Screen 
platform. The selection criteria were: i) to revive the activity of antibiotics that are pumped into strains 
containing functional pumps; ii) not to increase the activity of antibiotics in strains lacking pumps; iii) 
not to potentiate the activity of antibiotics that are not substrates. Of the 160 compounds screened, 
10 showed interesting activity on E. coli and/or P. aeruginosa. The potentiation of the activity of efflux 
pump substrate antibiotics suggests an ability of these molecules to penetrate bacterial membranes 
and affect pump function. Tests on bacteria are underway to determine the mechanism of action of 
the selected molecules in order to validate the screening conditions. These are also being tested on 
efflux pumps reconstituted in proteoliposomes [3]. This methodology makes it possible to measure 
the transport activity, using fluorescent probes, and thus to define precisely the level of specificity of 
action of the molecules. Pharmaco-modulations will then be carried out to try to improve specificity. 
In a second step, once the in vitro test has been developed, screening will be carried out directly using 
the proteoliposome reconstitution method in order to obtain compounds that are highly active on the 
pumps and potentially different from the previous ones. The pharmaco-modulations will thus be 
directed towards improving their ability to diffuse across membranes. From these two steps, we 
envisage the selection of hits that will constitute valuable tools for the study of efflux mechanisms and 
could eventually be developed by industrial partners, if they meet the ADME-Tox criteria. 
 

        
[1] Nikaido H., Pagès JM. (2012). Broad-specificity efflux pumps and their role in multidrug resistance 
of Gram-negative bacteria. FEMS Microbiol Rev. 36(2):340-363 
[2] Yamaguchi A., Nakashima R., Sakurai K. (2015). Structural basis of RND-type multidrug exporters. 
Front Microbiol. 6:327 
[3] Verchère A., Dezi M., Adrien V., Broutin I., Picard M. (2015). In vitro transport activity of the fully 
assembled MexAB-OprM efflux pump from Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Nat Commun. 6:6890 
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Apoptosis is the process by which animal cells initiate self-destruction in response to a death signal
(e.g. DNA damage).
a death signal (e.g. DNA damage). The intrinsic pathway of apoptosis is controlled by proteins of
the Bcl-2 family. Among them, the pro-apoptotic multidomain protein Bax plays a central role in
this process. Bax is present in an inactive conformation in the vast majority of non-apoptotic cells.
After  an apoptotic  signal,  Bax is  activated  and relocated  to  the outer  mitochondrial  membrane
(OMM), where it is oligomerised to form a large pore. The formation of this pore promotes the
release of several so-called apoptogenic factors, which contribute to the downstream activation of
caspases, and other pro-apoptotic factors. 

In solution, Bax is organised into 9 α-helices. In its soluble conformation, the hydrophobic α9 helix
is stabilised in a hydrophobic groove formed by the 3 BH domains of the protein.  The process of
insertion  and  oligomerisation  of  Bax  into  MOM  remains  poorly  understood.  Unlike  its  anti-
apoptotic partners (Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL) which have an anchoring sequence in the MOM in their c-
terminus, this same domain in Bax is important for maintaining the soluble form of the protein

(Kaufmann et al 2003)[1]. It is therefore important to understand how Bax selectively permeabilises

the MOM when apoptosis is induced.    Bellot et al (2007)[2] showed that when apoptosis is induced

in glioblastoma cells, the insertion of Bax into the MOM is dependent on the presence of TOM22 (a
subunit  of  the  mitochondrial  protein  import  complex TOM).  However,  the mechanism remains
unclear. In this work, we reconstructed in an in vitro production system the activation and insertion

of Bax into a membrane environment (nanodiscs) (Rouchidane et al 2022)[3] via its interaction with

the  TOM22 subunit.  Our  results  show that  when  Bax  is  produced  in  vitro  in  the  presence  of
nanodiscs, its spontaneous insertion into the nanodiscs is greater when co-produced with TOM22.
We also observed this phenomenon with another mitochondrial localisation protein and partner of
Bax which is the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-xL. Furthermore our results suggest that the interaction
between Bax and Bcl-xL is transient in solution and that insertion of the Bax-Bcl-xL heterodimer
into  a  membrane  environment  via  the  c-terminal  helix  of  Bcl-xL is  important  to  stabilise  the
heterodimer. 

[1] G Bellot, P-F Cartron, E Er, L Oliver, LC Armstrong, P Bornstein K Mihara, S Manon and FM

Vallette  .  (2007).  TOM22,  a  core  component  of  the  mitochondria  outer  membrane  protein

translocation pore, is a mitochondrial receptor for the proapoptotic protein Bax.  Cell Death and

Differentiation 14:785-94

[2] T Kaufmann, S Schlipf, J Sanz, K Neubert,  R Stein, C Borner. (2003). Characterization of the

signal  that  directs  Bcl-L),  but  not  Bcl-2,  to  the  mitochondrial  outer  membrane.  J  Cell  Biol.

160(1):53-64

[3]  A Rouchidane Eyitayo, M-F Giraud, L Daury, O Lambert,  C Gonzalez,  S Manon.  In press

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbamem.2022.184075
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ATP8B1 is a human flippase of the P4-ATPase family, which associates with proteins of the 
CDC50 family. ATP8B1 is localized at the apical membrane of epithelial cells, and it has been 
shown in mammalian cells to transport phosphatidylcholine (PC) >1], although in other studies 
phosphatidylserine (PS) has been proposed to be the transport substrate >2]. ATP8B1 
deficiency in humans causes progressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis type 1 (PFIC1) and 
benign recurrent intrahepatic cholestasis type 1 (BRIC1), where the bile salt flux from the liver 
to small intestine is disrupted, leading to liver failure. Among more than 50 mutations 
identified in the ATP8B1 protein, as part of my thesis project, we were interested to 
characterize at the molecular level the functional consequences of ten of these mutations 
(L127P, L288S, S403Y, R412P, I661T, F853S, I344F, E981K, D70N, D554N) on the function of 
this transporter. The choice of these mutations is partly based on the location of the 
corresponding residues in the high-resolution structure of ATP8B1/CDC50A that has been 
recently determined by cryo-EM, [3] some of which being in an area that corresponds to the 
path where lipids slide through the membrane. The cryo-EM structure of ATP8B1/CDC50A 
revealed that ATP8B1 is autoinhibited by its N- and C-terminal tails. In addition, the activity of 
the complex regulated by phosphoinositides >3]. I cloned all the selected mutants into a vector 
allowing co-expression of ATP8B1 with its CDC50A subunit in the yeast S. cerevisiae, adding a 
TEV protease cleavage site to the C-ter tail of ATP8B1 to remove its autoinhibitory component. 
Then, I expressed the wild-type ATP8B1/CDC50A complex and the various mutants. The 
mutants are expressed at a level equivalent to that of the wild-type protein in yeast 
membranes, suggesting that the introduced mutations do not result in profound changes in 
the structure of ATP8B1. Then, I purified the wild type and mutants by affinity 
chromatography, I checked whether TEV cleavage of ATP8B1 C-terminus indeed stimulates its 
activity in the presence of PI(4,5)P2 and I started to compare the ATPase activity of the mutants 
with that of the WT. I will subsequently characterize the functional defects of the mutants in 
more details (e.g. measurements of ATP8B1 affinity for lipids) and I aim to reconstitute 
purified ATP8B1/CDC50A into proteoliposomes, for lipid transport measurements. 

>1] Takatsu H, et al. (2014) Phospholipid flippase activities and substrate specificities of human type IV P-type 
ATPases localized to the plasma membrane. The Journal of Biological Chemistry 289(48):33543-33556. 

>2] Paulusma CC, et al. (2008) ATP8B1 requires an accessory protein for endoplasmic reticulum exit and plasma 
membrane lipid flippase activity. Hepatology (Baltimore, Md.) 47(1):268-278. 

>3] T. Dieudonné, S. Abad Herrera, M. Juknaviciute Laursen, M. Lejeune, C. Stock, K. Slimani, C. Jaxel, J. A. 
Lyons, C. Montigny, T. Günther Pomorski, P. Nissen, G. Lenoir. (2022). Autoinhibition and regulation by 
phosphoinositides of ATP8B1, a human lipid flippase associated with intrahepatic cholestatic disorders. DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.75272. 
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The inward rectifier potassium (Kir) channels belong to a family of integral membrane proteins 
that selectively control the permeation of K+ ions at the cell membranes in a variety of tissues. The 
objective of my PhD project is to understand the structural, dynamic and functional characteristics of 
Kir2.1, a subfamily-member that is highly expressed in the heart and is involved in the regulation of 
the resting membrane potential. 

Having recently resolved the structure of Kir2.1 in n-Dodecyl-B-D-maltoside detergent (DDM) 
with cryo-electron microscopy at 4.3 Å [1], the goal now is to decipher the gating mechanism of the 
channel which, for the moment, is poorly understood. For that, our strategy is to deploy voltage-clamp 
fluorometry, an electrophysiology technique that allows for the simultaneous detection of ionic 
currents across the membrane and the conformational rearrangements associated with channel 
gating. Two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments, important for the establishment of the biophysical 
properties of the channel, and preliminary results on voltage-clamp fluorometry will be shown on 
Kir2.1 WT, as well as two pathological mutants associated with channelopathies, such as Anderson-
Tawil syndrome : i) one located in a putative intracellular binding site for PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol 
4,5-bisphosphate), a membrane phospholipid essential for the modulation of the gating of the channel 
and ii) one involved in a disulfide bond in the extracellular domain of Kir2.1, important for the 
preservation of the structure and proper folding of the protein.  

Future experiments include the use of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) in order to 
unravel the crucial conformational changes involved in the gating of this channel.  
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S. Bendahhou, C. Vénien-Bryan. (2022). Cryo–electron microscopy unveils unique structural features 
of the human Kir2. 1 channel. Science Advances, 8(38), eabq8489. 
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